
       
There are about 6,800 species of crab found in all of the oceans around the 
world, in fresh water and there are also some terrestrial crabs (ones that live 
entirely on land). 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

Crabs can be as small as the pea crab - which is only a few millimetres wide to
the Japanese spider crab - which can have a leg span of up to 4 metres (about
13 feet).

They have 5 pairs of legs (the first pair are known as the claws).

Crabs are omnivores, which means they eat 
both plants and animals. 
The feed mostly on algae but they also feed 
on mollusks, worms, fungi, bacteria,
crustaceans and organic non-living material.

The Crab
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There are two main types of angelfish - those that live in the freshwater rivers 
in South America (freshwater angelfish) and those that inhabit the salty ocean 
waters (marine angelfish).

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

A female angelfish lays about 1000 eggs on the surface of plants and rocks.
The parents guard the eggs carefully and they hatch 24 - 36 hours after they
are laid.

They live for 10 - 15 years.

It is a natural carnivore that enjoys living on 
bloodworm and black worm. Brine shrimp, insects
and insect larva also form part of their diet.

The Angelfish
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There are over 1500 different types of jellyfish in the ocean.  

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

They have tiny stinging cells in their tentacles to stun or paralyze their prey
before they eat them.
Jelly fish stings can be painful to humans and sometimes very dangerous. But
they don’t purposely attack humans. Most stings occur when people accidently
touch them.

The lion’s mane is the largest known jellyfish. It
can reach a diameter of 8 ft and its tentacles can
grow to be half the length of a football pitch.
 

The Jellyfish
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They dine on fish, shrimp, crabs, plants and will 
even eat other species of jellyfish.



       
There are 36 different kinds of ocean dolphin and 5 species of river dolphin.

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

They can swim up to 260 metres below the surface of the ocean. They can
also stay under water for up to 15 minutes, but they cannot breathe under the
water. They use a blowhole on top of their heads to breathe.

Dolphins are very sociable mammals - they live in
schools or pods of between 10 - 12 individuals. 

They communicate with each other through 
clicking, whistling and other sounds.

Dolphins are believed to be very intelligent.

 

The Dolphin
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Sharks are actually classed as fish. Just like fish they have gills which allow
them to breathe under water.

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

They come in a range of sizes, from the 6 inch Dwarf Lantern shark to the
40+ ft whale shark.

Sharks have the most powerful jaws on the planet and they never run out of 
teeth. If one is lost, another spins forward from the
rows and rows of backup teeth.
A shark may grow and use over 20,000 teeth in
its lifetime.

They have tail fins which move from side to side.

The Shark
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The angry-looking deep sea anglerfish has every right to be moody. It is quite
possibly the ugliest animal on the planet and it lives in the lonely and lightless
bottom of the sea. 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

They live up to a mile below the surface in the murky depths of the Atlantic
and Antarctic oceans.

The females have a large spine hanging above their
mouths that looks just like a fishing pole - hence
the name ‘angler’.
They lure in their prey with a luminous piece of
flesh at the end of their ‘rod’.
Their mouths are so big that they can swallow
prey twice their own size.

Deep sea fish - The Anglerfish
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Polar bears live along the shores and on sea ice in the icy cold Arctic.

They have fur and skin that allow them to absorb sunlight for warmth. Their
blubber (fat), insulates them in the cold water.

Paw pads with rough surfaces help prevent the bears from slipping on the ice.

Polar bears are the largest predators on land and 
they are the largest of all bears. 
Because of their size and power, only humans prey 
on polar bears.

Their favourite thing to eat is seals.

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Polar Bear
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Octopuses are famous for their rounded bodies, bulging eyes and eight long
arms. They live in all the world’s oceans but are most common in warm, 
tropical waters.

Crabs, shrimps and lobsters rank as their favorite foods, though some can
attack larger prey, like sharks.

Seals, whales and large fish prey on octopuses.
If threatened, octopuses shoot an inky fluid out
that darkens the water, confusing the predator
so that the octopus can escape.

They can also change colour to blend in with their 
surroundings so that they can hide.

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Octopus
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Stingrays, with their wide, flat, bodies may not look like fish but they are.

They prefer shallow, near-shore waters in warm parts of the world. They spend
most of their time lying partially buried on the ocean floor hiding from 
predators, like sharks, or waiting for prey to swim by.
Their colours usually match the mud or sand they hide in.

They have tails that are armed for defense - 
Some kinds of stingrays have a spine in their tail 
with a sharp point. Others even have venom that 
is delivered through their tails.

Their favourite foods include clams, oysters, crabs,
shrimps and mussels.
 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Stingray
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The sea turtle lives in oceans all over the world, except in the coldest seas.
There are seven species of sea turtle and they are all protected by law.
 
The loggerhead sea turtle can live to be 50 years old in the wild.

The females travel thousands of miles to return to the beach where they 
hatched as a baby, so that they can lay their own 
eggs as an adult.

Even though their eggs are buried in the sand, 
they are not always safe. Some will fall prey to 
hungry racoons or wild pigs.
Lots of eggs are laid to make sure that some
will survive.

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Sea Turtle
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The blue whale is the largest mammal in the world. A blue whale calf weighs
two tons at birth and gains 90 kilograms each day of its first year!

They are found in all the world’s oceans and often swim in small groups or
alone. They spend their Summers feeding in the polar regions.

The blue whale can live for up to 90 years in the wild.

These giant creatures feed on tiny shrimp-
like animals called krill.

People used to hunt them for blubber and
oil. Now they are a protected, endangered
species.

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Blue Whale
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Walruses have long tusks, whiskers and a moustache. These large mammals are 
found near the Arctic circle. 
They have lots of blubber (fat) on their bodies to keep them warm in the cold
Arctic water. 

They are very sociable creatures that like to snort and bellow loudly at their
companions.

Their longs tusks are used to pull their 
enormous bodies out of the water and to 
break breathing holes into ice from below.

Walruses eat about 45 kilograms of meat a 
day!

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Walrus
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Swordfish are large ocean fish that are recognised by their long, flat bill that
looks like a sword - hence the name swordfish.

They prefer warmer waters but are found throughout much of the world’s
oceans.

Swordfish can grow to be as long as 14 feet and way over 500 kilograms.

They are carnivores that enjoy eating other
ocean fish such as mackerel, bluefish and
herring as well as squid and octopus.

It is known to be one of the fastest fish
in the ocean. 

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Swordfish
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Penguins are actually birds that cannot fly. 
There are 17 species of penguin all living in the Southern hemisphere, many 
live in Antarctica. 
It is believed that there may be as many as 100 million penguins in the world.

Their torpedo-shaped body allows them to speed 
through the water as up to 25 miles per hour.

They spend most of their time in the water searching
for food. Penguins can hold their breathe under water
for up to 6 minutes.

A penguin’s favourite food is fish but they do also eat
squid, krill and crustaceans.

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts
The Penguin
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Lobsters are ten-legged crustaceans closely related to shrimp and crabs.
These bottom-dwelling creatures are found in all the world’s oceans, as well
as in brackish environments and even fresh water.

They have very poor eyesight (deep sea lobsters are completely blind) but have
highly developed senses of taste and smell.

 

Commotion in the Ocean Facts

Their favourite foods are fish and mollusks
but they will also eat algae, other plant
life and even other lobsters!

They can live as long as 50 years in
the wild and have to shed their shell so
that they can continuely grow.

The Lobster
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